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ABSTRACT

One of the greatest challenges for neutrino experimentation is understanding the

potential uncertainties in the collected data and models that are used for the Monte Carlo

simulations. The neutrino-nucleus hadronic cross sections are a direct input to the

determination of the flux in any accelerator neutrino beam. The high intensity of the

NuMI beamline (Neutrinos at the Main Injector) at Fermilab, in Batavia, IL, allows us to

study neutrino oscillations and neutrino interactions with high statistics. The uncertainties

on the knowledge of the flux is associated with the production and attenuation of hadrons

in the beamline materials and with the beam optics.

The EMPHATIC collaboration is developing a hadron production experiment that

will be used to constrain flux uncertainties in order to reduce them significantly. The group

has taken data impinging 20GeV/c, 30GeV/c and 120GeV/c energy protons into thick (> 1

interaction length) carbon targets during the EMPHATIC beam test in January 2018. The

analysis of the new data provides great details on hadron production cross-section.

This thesis will highlight specific details within the standard model and its

association with neutrino properties. It will also highlight some particle accelerator physics

with applications of Monte Carlo simulations, including the current NuMI beam simulation

and the uncertainty estimates using PPFX software. It also provides an overview of the

EMPHATIC experiment and its engineering test run made in January, 2018. Lastly, by

implementing the improved measurements on the 120 GeV proton impinging on a carbon

target data that was collected by the latest EMPHATIC test run, data will show

verification of a strong improvement for the neutrino flux uncertainty used among several

experiments.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Particle Physics

Particle Physics is the branch of science that researches the properties,

relationships, and interactions of subatomic particles. This area of study encompasses all

typography’s of Math and Physics, including Applied Mathematics, Probability &

Statistics, Classical Mechanics, Electricity & Magnetism, Chemistry and Quantum

Mechanics, all of which is correlated and interpreted using Computational Science. This

important field of study allows us to develop an understanding of the complexities that

influence our universe and to explain why things are what they are. It attempts to answer

the questions such as What is the universe made of? and What holds the universe

together? As with all questions of unbiased science, researchers cannot start with

assumption or an unproven conclusion, they must start at the beginning of proven

information and work forward to determine the correct resolutions. During this extensive,

but worthwhile process, there will be forward progress and times of regression as knowledge

and technology answers and re-answers the preceding questions, while often finding more

complicated questions to ask and attempt to answer. Particle physics is no different. At

the start of the twentieth century, scientists believed that they understood the most

fundamental principles of nature. Atoms were solid building blocks of nature; people

trusted Newtonian laws of motion; most of the problems of physics seemed to be solved.

However, starting with Einstein’s theory of relativity which replaced Newtonian mechanics,

scientists gradually realized that their knowledge was far from complete. Of particular

interest was the growing field of quantum mechanics, which completely altered the

fundamental precepts of physics. By the mid-1960’s, physicists realized that their previous

understanding, where all matter is composed of the fundamental protons, neutrons, and

electron, was insufficient to explain the multitude of new particles being discovered. Over
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the past half century, the theory that is now called the Standard Model [1], has developed

in stages starting in the early 1970s. The model combined what was known about particles

and forces at the time to develop a fully consistent quantum theory on matter. Though it

continues to describe what is known, it also shows gaps in what is understood, allowing

room for possible undiscovered particles; as it did with the prediction of the Higgs boson

long before its observation on July 4th 2012 at CERNs Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2].

1.2 The Standard Model

The Standard model [1] today is a set of models extensively verified by experimental

measurements describing elementary particles and their interactions. This model is a

consensus theory of particles, particle interactions, matter, antimatter, and quantum

physics which are classified according to charge, spin, and how they interact with each

other. It’s similar to the way the Periodic Table of Elements is arranged by atomic number,

electron configuration, and recurring chemical properties, displaying periodic trends.

Figure 1: Standard model of elementary particles showing the 12 fundamental fermions and 5 fundamental
bosons. Brown loops indicate which bosons (red) couple to which fermions (purple and green).[3]
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As particle physics addresses both matter and force in terms of particles and their

interactions, the standard model structure was developed using these two types as well,

categorizing the elementary particles into fermions (matter particles) and bosons (force

particles). All matter consists of particles and fields; these particles interact via forces

(fields) that are carried by specific particles, called gauge bosons

The elementary particles of matter consists of fermions with quantum properties

that do not allow two fermions to occupy the same place at once, allowing them to build

into atoms, molecules or just about anything. These particles are categorized further into

six quarks and six leptons, which are grouped into three families or generations.

Experiments at the Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider at CERN [4] in Switzerland

have demonstrated that there are exactly three generations of matter. Everyday-matter is

built from members of the lightest generation, the up and down quarks. Quarks are never

seen directly or found in isolation at nuclear energy scales but can only be found inside

composite particles. The second and third generations of matter are comprised of heavier

versions of these particles with the same quantum numbers (QN) (See Table 1). These

fermions combine together along with bosons to make up matter (or antimatter) in the

form of hadrons as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Hadrons are a composite particle made of two or more quarks held together by the strong force.
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Hadrons are also categorized into two families. Baryons made of an odd number of

quarks, usually three, while mesons are made of an even number of quarks, usually one

quark and one antiquark. Up and Down quarks combine to become the more familiar

hadrons, the proton and the neutron. A proton for example is composed of one down and

two up quarks that are held together by the strong nuclear force. But this force does not

influence the second class of fermions, the leptons. Leptons include electrons, which revolve

around the nucleus of atoms while the taus, and muons interact in very significant ways.

But the neutrinos rarely interact and pass through matter mostly unaffected. Though they

do obey the Pauli Exclusion Principle (no two fermions can have the same quantum

number), it is this rare interaction condition that make neutrinos hard to be accurately

measured. The inherent properties of matter, whether binding or repelling, is dependent on

how these quark and lepton fermions interact with each other by exchanging gauge bosons.

As there is at least one gauge boson for each of the four fundamental forces in nature (See

Table 1), it can be understood that if a particle is acted upon by one of these forces, then

this particle is interacting with a particulate mediator (Bosons) of that force.

Table 1: The Four Fundamental Forces of Nature

Index Force Mediator QN Description

1 Strong nuclear Gluon Color Charge Bind quarks to Hadrons

2 Electromagnetic Photon Electric Charge Charge mediator

3 Weak nuclear W+/- & Z Bosons Flavor Charge Radioactive Decay

4 Gravitation Negligible in particle physics

Also included in the standard model is the accommodations for antimatter. Every

particle has an antiparticle with the same properties but an opposite charge. For example

the positron is the antimatter counterpart of the electron, the antielectron (electron with a

positive charge). As for neutral particles, they can have antiparticles as well. The neutron

has no net charge, but the quarks that combine to make up the neutron can. These quarks

can also have opposite charges, therefore antiquarks. Just as with the positron, a neutron
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made up of the correct antiquark particle combinations, will make an antineutron.

Interactions between a particle and its antiparticle results in a pair annihilation as shown

in Figure 3. Just as a positive electrical charge and negative electrical charge will attract

and combine with a spark, these particles too combine to release a large amount of energy

due to each of their masses being entirely converted to energy in the form of a photon for

each particle. These photons may eventually materialize a pair of quark-antiquark, which

in turn produce hadrons because naked quarks cannot exist and matter (antimatter)

cannot be created or destroyed.

Figure 3: An electron and a positron mutually destruct in a flash of light consisting of two photons sent
out in precisely opposite directions, each with an energy corresponding exactly to the mass of the electron
and positron.

The standard model also includes the Higgs boson, an elementary particle produced

by the quantum excitation of the Higgs field. This Higgs mechanism was confirmed in 2012

by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [5] based on collisions in the LHC at CERN and

explains particle mass under particular conditions. The associated field has been shown to

exist everywhere in all space, even in a vacuum, and that all particles interactions with the

field acquire mass. Although the standard model cannot predict their masses, it does

provide the mechanism for elementary particles to acquire mass as they collide through this
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Higgs field. This means that the heavier the elementary particle, the stronger its

interactions with the Higgs field, so the top quark has the strongest interaction with the

Higgs field, while the electron has the weakest interaction. This field interaction model has

shown that when a particle is introduced into a vacuum, its handedness changes as it

interacts with this Higgs field. This observed handedness is a reference to two properties of

a particle, the direction of its quantum mechanical spin and how this spin is related to the

particles direction of travel.

Figure 4: The handedness of a particle is right-handed if the direction of its spin is the same as the direction
of its motion. It is left-handed if the directions of spin and motion are opposite.

In quantum mechanics, spin is an intrinsic form of angular momenta that is discrete

and quantized, and therefore, never changes regardless of the observers perspective. But

the handedness of a particle can either be left-handed or right-handed, depending on the

correlation of the particles spin related to its momentum direction. This means if an

observer was moving faster than the particle, the observer would see the particles

momentum change direction while its intrinsic spin would remain the same. This change in

perspective would result in a change in the particles observed handedness. Massive

particles can be observed as either left-handed or right-handed depending on the motion of

the observer and its handedness changes as it interacts with the Higgs. For example, a

left-handed electron will become right-handed after the first collision with Higgs field, then

return to left-handed following a second collision, and so on. This electron cannot travel

through the vacuum at the speed of light because it has become massive as it interacts.

According to special relativity, a massive particle can never travel at the speed of light.
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Muon and Tau also collide with the Higgs field, but much more frequently than electrons,

resulting in masses much heavier than the electron. This is the case for all massive

particles, with the top quark almost always in interaction with the Higgs field. For

massless particles, there is no interaction with the Higgs field and therefore they are

observed to spin in the same direction along its axis of motion regardless of point of view of

the observer. Photons and Gluons are also massless, but they are not matter particles,

they are force carrier particles. Also, most of the mass in composite particles like protons,

neutrons and atoms are not due to the Higgs field interactions, but from the binding

energy that holds these compound particles together. Neutrinos are/were the only massless

fermion particles in the Standard Model. Theoretically, if a left-handed neutrino collided

with the Higgs field, it would should become a right-handed neutrino, but experiments

have shown that neutrinos are always left-handed. The Standard Model theory assumed

the left-handed neutrino does not interact with the Higgs field and therefore does not

acquire any mass. But, as we will see in the next section, experiments show that neutrinos

oscillate as they travel and this oscillation is a quantum mechanical phenomenon implying

neutrino mixing due to a mass hierarchy. This evidence supports that, at some point in

time, the Standard Model will need to include the neutrino mass’s.

1.3 The Massive Neutrino

The conception of the neutrino occurred in 1930 by W. Pauli in an effort to solve

the conservation of energy violation when beta decays (radioactive decay where energetic

electron is emitted from an atomic nucleus) were observed as a continuous energy

spectrum’s instead of the discrete energy expected due to the electron having quantized

charge [6]. In 1956, F. Reines and C. L. Cowan experimentally confirmed the existence of

the neutrino. Through the next couple decades of research, experimental observation gave

way to the three generations of neutrinos [7]. With the birth of the standard model in the

1970s, the neutrino was understood to have zero mass as all neutrinos are left-handed and

antineutrinos are right-handed and that there are exactly three generations of neutrinos,
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one for each of the three charged leptons (electron neutrino, muon neutrino and tau

neutrino) conserving the three separate lepton generations. But in 1998, the

Super-Kamiokande [7] collaboration announced the first evidence for neutrino mass. The

Super-Kamiokande detector is located 1 kilometer underground in the Kamioka-mine,

Hida-city, Gifu, Japan and has revealed neutrino properties through the observation of

atmospheric neutrinos, solar neutrinos, and man-made neutrinos. This was the first

successful experiment configuration that looked for neutrinos that were produced when

cosmic rays collide with the nucleus of nitrogen or oxygen as these rays travel through the

earths atmosphere. These "atmospheric neutrinos" are mostly muon neutrinos, and as with

all neutrinos, only interact weakly (and rarely) with matter. The SuperKamiokande

detector is so large (50,000 tons of water) that it can detect these rarely interacting weak

atmospheric neutrinos. When these neutrinos interact with the atomic nucleus in the water

to produce electrons, muons or tau leptons which travel faster than the speed of light in

water and produce a shock wave of light called Cerenkov radiation. This radiation can be

detected by sensitive photo-multiplier tubes surrounding the water tank, from which the

direction of the neutrino could also be determined. As neutrinos only interact via the weak

force, they have no trouble passing through the earth and therefore reaching the detector

with no hindrance. Observation showed that about half of the atmospheric neutrinos from

the far side of the earth atmosphere were lost, while those from directly above were all

accounted for. Interpretation of this result is that the muon neutrinos converted or

"oscillated" to tau neutrinos as they traveled a longer distance through the earth. At the

time, SuperKamiokande was unable to identify tau neutrinos. The particles coming from

the far side of the earth have more opportunity to oscillate than those coming from above.

And if these neutrinos convert to something other then what they started as, they must be

travelling slower than the speed of light and therefore must have a mass. In 2001,

SuperKamiokande discovered solar neutrino oscillations, were experimental data showed

that some neutrinos emitted by the sun changed types as they traveled to the earth. In

2011, the third neutrino oscillation mode was discovered by man-made neutrino
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observation. These experiments, and many others, have verified the neutrino oscillation

beyond a doubt. While Table 2 list the known properties of neutrinos, there are also

several unknown neutrino properties, like mass hierarchy and mixing order, that are yet to

be measured.

Table 2: Known Neutrino properties

Index Known Properties

1 The most abundant particles in the Universe

2 Are electrically neutral

3 Only interact by the weak interaction force

4 Exist in Three different flavors

5 Extremely small mass compared to the other fermions

6 Extremely small cross section, therefore very elusive

By using data from experiments and calculations in quantum mechanical models, it

is understood that every neutrino is actually a quantum superposition of all three

generations of neutrinos. Depending on the energy of the neutrino and the distance

travelled by the neutrino from its point of production to its point of detection, the particle

will have a different probability for being observed as an electron neutrino, muon neutrino

or tau type neutrino. These ground breaking scientific discoveries of neutrino oscillation

verifies that neutrinos have a mass, but this mass is extremely small. Equally important,

since neutrinos are massive and mixed, neutrino oscillations must occur among the

different flavors (electron, muon, and tau). Up until these recent observations it was

thought that the mass of neutrinos was zero, but with this latest information, a new

framework of elementary particle theories will need incorporated into the standard model

[1]. But more information about these overly abundant and least understood elementary

particles will be required in order to do that.
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CHAPTER II

PARTICLE ACCELERATORS & FERMILAB

EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Fermilab Accelerator Complex

Why neutrinos have mass, how much mass, and mass hierarchy are still unknown.

These are just a few of the questions trying to be answered by physicist using particle

accelerators and colliders. The neutrino oscillation along with the standard model’s

explanation that mass is acquired via field interactions complicates the understanding of

neutrino properties even more. Neutrinos travel at relativistic speeds, they have no electric

charge, only interact via the weak force (interactions between elementary particles), and

the effect of their mass is so minuscule that it cannot be determined kinematically. Due to

these unconventional properties, neutrinos seem to defy all standards set by the

well-defined generation of particles, such as electrons and quarks. Even with the abundance

of neutrinos throughout the universe, second only to photons, these special particle

properties makes them extremely hard to detect, in fact neutrinos cannot be detected

directly. One way that researchers can study neutrinos efficiently is to use high energy

particle accelerators to make an intense neutrino beam. One such beam is the Neutrinos at

the Main Injector (NuMI) [8] neutrino beam constructed at Fermilab [9], America’s particle

physics and accelerator laboratory, located in Batavia, Illinois.

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) is a United States Department of

Energy national laboratory developed for high-energy particle physics. Initially developed

for high-energy collider physics, it has become a landmark of fixed-target and neutrino

experiments including MicroBooNE (Micro Booster Neutrino Experiment) and NOA

(NuMI Off-Axis neutrino Appearance). Information on these and many other experiments

are available on the Fermilab web site [9].
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Figure 5: Fermilab Accelerator Complex [9]. The NuMI Beam cycle starts with accelerating the protons in
the Linac and then by the Booster and finally by the Main Injector.
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2.2 NuMI Neutrino Beam

Neutrino oscillation research was the primary motivation for the NuMI beamline

design while incorporating some flexibility for future programs [10]. The parameters of the

main components have been optimized to meet the objectives of MINOS for Low Energy

(LE) runs and NOvA for Medium Energy (ME) runs [11]. Its high intensity neutrino flux

has been used by other experiments like MINERvA to study cross-sections [12].

Most neutrino beams created by accelerators and used in high energy physics

experiments, are designed to be nearly pure beams of muon neutrinos (νµ). The NuMI

beam design goals included the highest possible intensity of muon neutrinos (νµ) while

understanding the background noise of other neutrino flavors, as to reduce systematic

errors and match the neutrino energy spectrum to the oscillation physics [10].

To make a neutrino beam, initially protons are accelerated near the speed of light

before impinging onto a target, often made of beryllium or graphite (Carbon). As these

source and target particles interact, they produce a flux of short-lived particles called pions

(π), which eventually decay into muons (µ) and muon neutrinos (νµ). But, in order to

make use of these muon neutrinos (νµ), they need to be directed towards an appropriate

detector as to make measurements. As these newly created particles have an electric

charge, physicist can place pulsed toroidal magnets within the parabolic shaped horn inside

the target station, allowing these pions to be focused into the decay pipe (see Figure 6).

This long NuMI decay pipe allows these high energy pions to decay to generate neutrinos.

By changing polarity on the pulsed toroidal magnets, selection can be made for

positively or negatively charged pions, allowing control of the beams output being

comprised primarily of neutrinos or antineutrinos. As these particles travel towards the

detector downstream, they have time to decay into the desired neutrinos (antineutrinos)

[10]. By filtering the outgoing particles, using large blocks of aluminum, steel, or concrete,

the non relevant particles get absorbed while the weakly interacting neutrinos pass through

easily, making the desired neutrino beam.
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Figure 6: NuMI (Neutrinos at the Main Injector) provides an intense, high-energy flux of muon-neutrinos
to be used in an array of experiments; the major components are shown in the illustration above [8].

These filtered neutrino beams can be used for two different kinds of experiments,

distinguished by how far apart between the detectors theses neutrinos travel. When the

detectors are positioned close to each other (< 1 Km), it is called a short-baseline neutrino

experiment. When they travel larger distances between detectors (hundreds of kilometers),

its a long-baseline neutrino experiment [9]. Both the short and long experiment are

essential to learning about neutrinos, as a comparison between the near and far detector is

an ideal method to determine the detailed properties of various neutrino characteristics.

A neutrino beam spreads out as it travels downstream from its source, same as light

spreads out as it travels. In short-baseline experiments, the detector sits close to the source

of neutrinos, therefore a more concentrated neutrino beam is received by the detector. This

means a much higher number of neutrino interactions with a very pure neutrino beam [6].

Its good for characterizing the beam (checking how many neutrinos are in the beam and

what energy they have) and learning about the neutrinos before they really have a chance

to oscillate, or change flavors. Fermilab hosts the Short-Baseline Neutrino Program

(SBNP), which is an international collaboration to research the appearance of electron

neutrinos (νe) and the disappearance of the muon nitrino (νµ) in the Booster Neutrino

Beam at each of the detector locations [13]. Some examples of short-baseline experiments

include MicroBooNE, MINERvA, ICARUS, and the NOvA near detector [9].
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Long-baseline experiments concentrate more on the neutrino interactions and

oscillations that travel longer distances through earth. Sending a neutrino beam through a

few hundred miles of earth allows neutrinos to have a lot of chances to interact with matter

and sufficient distance to change flavors. Studies of these flavor oscillation can help

researchers figure out which of the three neutrinos is heaviest or lightest and what kind of

symmetry neutrinos and antineutrinos have. Fermilabs’ Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility

(LBNF), is a dual-site experiment for neutrino science and proton decay studies [9]. Some

examples of long-baseline experiments include DUNE [14] and NOvA.

While this chapter gives a conceptual overview of the NuMI beam produced by

Fermilabs’ Main Injector, these accelerators and detector components are advanced and

ever changing technological developments. These tools are part of an overall process of

invention, innovation and re-incorporation of advancing technology, therefore, the latest

documentation [9] for a particular component should be reviewed for any specific details.

2.3 The NOvA Experiment

Physicists have known that neutrinos exhibit a quantum mechanical behavior called

oscillations for several decades, but the standard model sheds no light on neutrino

properties. The NOvA (NuMI Off-Axis νe Appearance) collaboration team is working to

better understand neutrinos through precision measurements using Fermilabs’ NuMI beam

and a two detector, Long-baseline configuration.

As shown in Figure 7, the NuMI neutrino beamline and the NOvA near detector are

located at Batavia, Illinois (FermiLab), while the neutrino beamline continues to travel

through the earths crust were it enters the far detector near Ash River, Minnesota. [12].
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Figure 7: The NOvA experiment beam path. The near detector is located at Fermilab, while the far detector
is located 810 km away in Ash River Minnesota.

NOvA uses two functionally identical detectors separated by 810 kilometers at

locations 14 milliradians off axis from the NuMI beam. The 14 kton far detector and the

0.3 kton near detector [15] are composed of many cellular structures made of extruded

PVC plastic and liquid scintillator. Ionizing particles produce light as they pass through

which get detected by a photo-diode.

The NOvA experiment compares non-oscillated muon neutrino (νµ) flux rates at

Fermilabs near detector with the oscillated electron neutrinos flux rates (νe) at the NOvA

far detector. By observing these interactions, particle physicist hope to gain more

knowledge pertaining to neutrino mass ordering and CP violations, as well as essential for

astrophysics for understanding the nuclear reactions involved in fusion that powers stars

and better explain the state of the early universe [6].
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CHAPTER III

NEUTRINO PROPERTIES

3.1 Detecting Neutrinos

With all the efforts and equipment required to build and run accelerator

experiments, it is critical to understand the interaction that generate neutrinos as well as an

ability to measure (detect) these particle interactions extremely accurately. Neutrinos are

one of the most abundant particles in the universe but very difficult to detect. This is due

to their intrinsic property of rarely interacting with matter, meaning they essentially travel

unaffected. A low energy neutrino can travel through many light-years of normal matter

before interacting with anything. Very large and very sensitive detectors are required.

Accelerator based neutrino beams are predominately muon neutrinos (νµ) which are

much more common in low-energy experimental world, but each of the massive leptons, the

electron (e), muon (µ) and tau (τ), have an associated neutrino (νe, νµ, ντ ). When a muon

neutrino interacts with a nucleus, it can produce an energetic muon which travels a short

distance, emitting a sharply outlined cone referred to as Cerenkov radiation which can be

detected by photo-multiplier tubes. An electron neutrino interaction can produce an

energetic electron, but the Cerenkov cone from this interaction differs significantly from

that of the muon.

3.2 Why so difficult?

Neutrinos cannot be measured directly, they are thousands of times less massive

than an electron, they have no charge (neutral) and do not interact often with matter. The

key property that makes these tiny, neutral charged leptons so challenging to “see“ is due

to the fact that these neutrinos only interact through the weak interaction force. This weak

interaction involves the exchange of the intermediate vector bosons, the W+ and the Z0

particles.
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Figure 8 shows how these bosons are created under beta decay (highly energetic

electron or proton emitted from atomic nucleus).

Figure 8: Feynman diagrams (Generic) for the two types of weak interactions that result from the exchange
of a weak bosons, W+ (Charged Current) and Z0 (Neutral Current). In this diagram an electron is used,
but any lepton can be substituted on the incoming side.

The charged W+ bosons contributes to the switching of quarks in which the flavor

(UP, DOWN, etc) of the quarks are changed into its partner quark. For example, in the

neutron decay, one ’down’ quark is changed to an ’up’ quark, therefore transforming the

neutron into a proton.

For the case the neutral Z0 boson, there are no changing the flavor of quarks, but

the interaction is kinematic, transferring some of its energy and momentum to a target

particle, which in turn influences the scattering cross sections for neutrinos.

In hadronic (involving a nucleon) neutrino interaction, the two classes are

distinguishable by whether the neutrino continues on its way via the Z0 (Neutral Current,

NC) boson or if a charged lepton (e, µ, or τ) appears in its place by means of W+

(Charged Current, CC) boson. This method doesn’t work for lepton interactions where the

neutrino has the same flavor as the other lepton, therefore making the exchange particle

indistinguishable from the original.
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Figure 9 shows the weak interactions that create nuetrinos (or antineutrinos).

Figure 9: Feynman diagrams showing Weak Interactions.
a. A free neutron will decay by emitting a W, which produces an electron and an antineutrino
b. When a neutrino interacts with a neutron, a W- can be exchanged, transforming the neutron
into a proton and producing an electron
c. This interaction is the same as the one at left since a W+ going right to left is equivalent to a
W- going left to right
d. A neutron or proton can interact with a neutrino or antineutrino by the exchange of a Z0

Due to these complex interaction, it is critical to understand the interaction to

generate neutrinos as well as an ability to measure (detect) these particle interactions

extremely accurately. To gain some understanding of these weak interactions and the need

for experimental data, it is obvious experimental physics needs to estimate how many

interactions would be expected within a given detector, as well as an understanding of

what the particular interaction would produce. This expectation value (# interactions) is

proportional to the neutrino flux, cross section of neutrino interaction and number of

targets (protons, neutrons) in your detector. Understanding neutrino interactions with

matter plays an important role in reducing impact of systematic effects on the neutrino

experiments.

3.3 Interactions per neutrino

In accelerator physics experiments, a particle beam with a given flux, collides with a

target material and then particles that come out of those collisions are measured. The total

number of events is proportional to the given input flux therefore increasing the number of

protons in the (NuMI) beam will increase the total number of collision events. Given the

flux is something that we control in the experiment, it is not an intrinsically physical
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quantity, where as the number of detector interactions for a given flux, is an intrinsic

quantity. This is referred to as the interaction cross-section (σ) and is a key feature that

experimentalist look for when these collision occur and particle interactions happen. This

cross section plays a critical role in determining the number of neutrino interactions that

are expected to be measured in the detector. By plotting graphs of interactions per

neutrinos as a function of neutrino energy (See Figures 10 and 11), information on how the

neutrino interacts is covered in various hadronic interactions data sets as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Particle Interaction Categories

Index Legend Description

1 pC-πX Pion production in proton Carbon Interaction

2 pC-KX Kaon production in proton Carbon Interaction

3 nC-πX Pion production in neutron Carbon Interaction

4 pC-nucleonX Nucleon production in proton Carbon Interaction

5 meson inc. Meson incident Interaction

6 nucleon-A Nucleon Incident Interaction not covered by any data

7 others Interactions not covered by categories 1-5 above

8 total HP Total Hadron Production Interactions
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Figure 10: Average number of interactions per muon neutrino in the NOvA near detector separated into
possible particle data types.

Figure 11: Average number of interactions per electron neutrino in the NOvA near detector separated into
possible particle data types.
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3.4 Importance of Cross Section

In nuclear and particle physics, a cross section is used to describe the probability of

particles interacting under a given condition that is dependent on its energy and its

cross-sectional area. This energy-dependent probability is due to the behavior of particles

being quantum clouds with a multitude of interaction possibilities (Electromagnetic, weak,

strong, etc.) versus a solid object requiring only a physical interaction. For example, when

a source particle (proton) hits a nucleus of a target (carbon), there could be several varying

scattering interactions; In a quasi-elastic scattering, the input particle scatters elastically

off the target material nucleon while also ejecting a nucleon from the target. In a resonance

production state, the input particle excites the target nucleon and short-lived virtual

particles appear. In a deep inelastic collision, the input particle scatters off a quark in the

nucleon, and in turn produces a hadronic system in the final state.

Figure 12: Feynman diagram representing Quasi-Elastic (QE), Resonance State (RES), and Deep In-elastic
Scattering (DIS).

When the measurements of one or more cross sections are described as an aspects of

the final state of these interaction (energy, angle), they are called differential cross sections.

When these cross-section measurements are a summarized over all angles and energies, it is

called a total cross section. Cross sections are independent of the intensity and focus of the

particle beams, so cross section numbers measured at one accelerator can be directly

compared to numbers measured at another, regardless of how powerful the accelerators are.
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As can be seen in Figure 13, the cross-sections per nucleon datasets have large

uncertainties as well as disagreements in some energies regions. Large errors in

cross-section measurements and disagreements between experiments lead to systematic

uncertainties in oscillation measurements [12].

Figure 13: Quasi-Elastic (QE), Resonance State (RES), and Deep In-elastic Scattering (DIS) cross sections
in relation to input nucleon energies. Displaying the energy range (1.5-20 GeV) where the datasets have
large uncertainties and disagreements for the various scattering methods.

3.5 Interactions and Cross-Sections

As will be seen in the following equations, any uncertainty in the particle

interactions that generate neutrino flux enters directly into the cross-section calculation.

For this reason, understanding these uncertainties and making accommodations to improve

them are critical.

As a particle passes through a volume, the interaction rate depends on the

cross-section and the amount of material being traveled though. The particles that do

scatter, do so at a particular angle in three dimensions (See Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Standard scattering geometry.

Using spherical coordinates with angles θ and φ, the scattering solid angle is:

dΩ = sinθ dθ dφ (1)

Therefore, the number of particles scattered into a specific solid angle (dΩ) per unit time

relative to incoming flux is the differential cross section, where N(θ,φ) is the number of

particles per time at angles θ and φ.

dσ(θ, φ)

dΩ
=

dN(θ, φ)

Φ dΩ
(2)

The differential cross section is the cross section for scattering to a specific solid angle. The

total cross section (σ), is the cross section for scattering of any kind, through any angle.

The total cross section is related to the differential cross section by integrating:

σ =

∫
dσ(θ, φ)

dΩ
dΩ =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

dσ(θ, φ)

dΩ
sinθ dθ dφ (3)

The total cross section will be restricted by detection equipment and these boundary

conditions can be adjusted by modifying the limits of integration.
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CHAPTER IV

IMPROVING HADRON PRODUCTION FLUX DATA

4.1 Neutrino Uncertainties

The scientific community studying neutrinos has expanded significantly in the past

few decades. An extensive study of neutrino oscillations and neutrino interactions requires

a precise knowledge of neutrino production. As neutrino experiments are becoming much

more precise, more accuracy is required upstream of these experiments, where the

neutrinos are created. Accelerator and atmospheric neutrino flux is critical for current and

especially future experiments.

The two primary sources of uncertainties that occur in most neutrino beams,

particularly NuMI, are incomplete knowledge of the physics associated with hadronic

interactions and from geometrical unknowns associated with focusing process [8]. From the

previous chapter, we see how a neutrino beam is made and the configuration of a

Long-baseline neutrino experiment using as a pair of detectors, one close to the neutrino

production point (Near detector) and the other further away (Far detector) from the

production point. Placement of the far detector is chosen as to measure the maximum

neutrino oscillations. This single neutrino beam and two detector system reduces

systematic uncertainties due to the shared neutrino flux and the cross-section. If the

cross-section is well-understood, the oscillation probability can be calculated. But, this is

not an easy task, the flux uncertainty only partially balances out between the near and far

detectors. The source of this problem arises from poor understanding of the nuclear effects,

large errors in cross-section measurements, as well as disagreements between experiments.

All these issues lead to systematic uncertainties in oscillation measurements. A

portion of these uncertainties come from a poor knowledge of the neutrino flux when

calculating the cross-sections. As we will see in future sections, An uncertainty in the flux

enters directly to the cross-section calculation.
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To increase the precision and accuracy of neutrino oscillation measurements,

uncertainties associated with the production and attenuation of the hadrons in the

beamline materials, along with those associated with the beam optics will need addressed.

These components play a crucial role in the accurate knowledge of the neutrino flux used

for extrapolation analysis from the near detector to the far detector. These improvements

would greatly benefit all fields of particle physics, nuclear physics, and astrophysics.

4.2 Flux Predictions

Accelerator and atmospheric neutrinos occur from the decay of pions produced by

hadron interactions with matter, as described in the previous section. These pion decay

processes are very well understood, but the energy spectrum of the neutrino beam is not

well defined, and the individual neutrino energy is unknown prior to these decays. Large

errors in cross-section measurements, poor knowledge of the neutrino flux as well as

disagreements between experiments lead to systematic uncertainties in neutrino oscillation

measurements. Particle physicists rely on Monte Carlo simulations, these are computer

algorithm that incorporates repeated random sampling as to calculate numerical results.

For the flux predictions of the NuMI beam, a Monte Carlo model is used to estimate the

hadron production in the target and the elements of the beamline. These simulations

model the probability of different particle interactions and their particle production

properties by using mathematical calculations constrained to actual particle interaction

measurements. Models are constrained and improved using external data measurements

generated by dedicated hadron production experiments and test-stand measurements.

These model predictions differ considerably causing neutrino flux uncertainty to limit the

precision of many neutrino measurements. The accuracy of these Monte Carlo simulations

are limited by interaction approximations, detector technology and the scarcity of detailed

experimental data. An important note to understand, given enough experimental data to

constrain the simulation models, the flux could be more accurately determined and its

uncertainty well understood, therefore not requiring a correction process as described next.
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4.3 Current Flux Strategy

The current flux prediction strategy, particularly for the NuMI beam simulation

being utilized on the NOvA framework, is based on the pre-computed simulation code and

the implementation of the hadron production re-weighted corrections using an external

software package to predict the flux and its hadron production systematic uncertainties.

The Monte Carlo simulation begins with the proton beam and ends with the decays

that generate neutrino flux. The physics and geometry of the neutrino beams are modeled

in C++ based tool-kits [12]. The GEANT4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) [16] code is the

simulation toolkit for particle interactions through matter, which integrates with the

G4NuMI [10] code, the representation of the NuMI beam geometry and interfaces. The

G4NuMI code defines the baffle, target, horn, decay pipe, and shielding geometries as well

as different materials. The geometry is specified in C++ source code so that parameters

can be adjusted algorithmically in order to optimize the beamline components. Together,

the GEANT4 and G4NuMI simulate an output for the neutrino flux and their uncertainties.

Unfortunately, these tool-kits cannot simulate all the processes starting from proton

interaction on target to neutrino production, which in turn makes the calculated neutrino

flux much less certain. Studies done by MINERvA [12] has shown that there is up to 40%

spread in the neutrino fluxes predicted by different GEANT4 physics lists.

Correction for the G4NuMI hadron production mismodel and their uncertainties

comes from the external Package to Predict the FluX (PPFX) [11]. The software calculates

these corrections by using dedicated hadron production measurements from hadron to

nucleus collisions. The basic output of PPFX is the central value weights representing one

possible prediction given by the uncertainties on each event in the input data.
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4.4 EMPHATIC

With realization for the need of improved hadron interaction data, both in quality

as well as quantity, an international collaboration group has come together to support an

experiment exclusively to collect data to reduce neutrino flux prediction uncertainties. The

EMPHATIC (Experiment to Measure the Production of Hadrons At a Testbeam In

Chicagoland) group proposed a series of precise measurements of hadron scattering and

production measurements using refined equipment to allow better resolution. This table

top experiment uses a high precision spectrometer that takes advantage of precise tracking

using silicon strip detectors, a new compact but strong field permanent magnet, and a

proximity focused aerogel ring imaging Cherenkov counter, along with a high-speed data

acquisition system. The compact detector system not only makes the detector inexpensive

but also suppresses systematic uncertainty with little trigger bias and efficiency in tracking

by allowing better signal resolution [17].

The team proposes experiments with “comprehensive measurement of differential

pion, kaon and proton interaction and production cross sections at beam momenta between

2-20 GeV, as well as at 30, 60, 80 and 120 GeV/c. This includes quasi-elastic scattering

cross sections with very small scattering angles. Measurements will be made across a

variety of nuclear targets, including at least carbon, aluminum and iron, which are the

dominant materials in the production of accelerator-based neutrino beams” [17]. Data with

no target was also collected for background studies.

The following section will describe the EMPHATIC experimental setup and

highlight some of the key hardware used to improve on collected measurements.

4.5 EMPHATIC Configuration

This section will provide an overview of the concept and design of the EMPHATIC

engineering test run experiment held in January 2018, including details of some of the

critical subsystems used to test and gather data. So far, the group has taken data

impinging 20GeV/c, 30GeV/c and 120GeV/c protons into a thick (> 1 interaction length)
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carbon target. The analysis of the new data has given improved results on hadron

production cross-section and fractional uncertainties, as will be shown in the results section.

The overall goal was to design and implement a compact table-top-size experiment

at the Fermilab Test Beam Facility (FTBF) that used the existing NuMI beam for the

proton input to the carbon target. The purpose is to make precise measurements of hadron

production cross sections that are particularly important to neutrino flux predictions. The

experiment equipment is capable of using precision tracking detectors with high-rate data

collection using fast timing electronics.

Many of the “typical“ components required for this experimental setup were readily

available at FTBF, but there are critical pieces of equipment that are required to be

upgraded in order to make more precise measurements [17], see Table 4 for details.

Table 4: EMPHATIC Improved Components

Index Component Description

1 Beam Particle Id is enhanced over the provided FTBF NuMI beam ID by adding a

beam aerogel Cherenkov (BACkov) detector between the gas Cherenkov detectors and

the EMPHATIC spectrometer.

2 Silicon Strip Detectors (SSDs) will record accurate real-time digital trajectories of the

upstream and downstream charged particles.

3 Nuclear Emulsion Detectors provides improved details of particle interaction features.

4 Enhanced magnetic field in the gap region of a new compact spectrometer magnet

constructed of a Halbach array of Neodymium permanent magnets [18].
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Figure 15: Schematic of the configuration for the EMPHATIC spectrometer.
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Figure 16: EMPHATIC January 2018 pilot test run Photos.
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The EMPHATIC experiment, including the engineering test run, will operate as a

conventional neutrino experiment incorporating the NuMI beam as described in section

2.2, but will utilize the newly designed spectrometer assembly as seen in figure 15.

This EMPHATIC configuration is a low risk and low cost method to improved

hadron interaction data with both quality as well quantity. Requiring little R&D, the

technology is well established and the compact size of the spectrometer allows for cost

effective detectors, which are required for enhanced particle tracking and identification, and

for the high-rate of data-collection using simple triggers [17].

The January 2018 engineering test run has already demonstrated the feasibility of

high-quality measurements of the quasi-elastic (Nucleon-A) scattering cross section with

just a few days of running with minimal equipment improvements at the FTBF. The results

(discussed later) have a potential to reduce the current flux uncertainties by nearly 25%.

4.6 OTHER Hadron Production Experiments

While some former experiments collected some hadron production data, for example

MIPP at Fermilab [19] and HARP & NA56/SPY at CERN SPS [19], these were not

exclusive hadron production experiments and were performed some time ago.

Today, Fermilabs’ EMPHATIC hadron production experiment as previously

described, and the CERN NA61/SHINE are the only dedicated hadron production

experiments currently active. Though there will be some obvious overlap of data collection,

these experiments are looking at different aspects of creating neutrino beamlines through

hadron productions.

CERN is the European atomic physics laboratory founded in 1954, the laboratory

sits near the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva. The NA61/SHINE (standing for "SPS

Heavy Ion and Neutrino Experiment") is a particle physics experiment at the Super Proton

Synchrotron (SPS) at the CERN location. The experiment studies the hadronic final states

produced in interactions of various beam particles (pions, protons and beryllium, argon,

and xenon nuclei) with a variety of fixed nuclear targets. "NA61/SHINE can reproduce the
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protontarget interactions that generate the hadrons that transform into neutrinos. It can

also reproduce subsequent interactions that protons and hadrons undergo in the targets

and focusing horns. These subsequent interactions can produce additional neutrino-yielding

hadrons. The NA61/SHINE collaboration has previously measured hadrons generated in

experiments at 31 GeV/c proton energy (where c is the speed of light) to help predict the

neutrino flux in the Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) neutrino-oscillation experiment in Japan.

The collaboration has also been gathering data at 60 and 120 GeV/c energies to benefit the

MINERA, NOA and DUNE experiments at Fermilab in the US. The analysis of these data

sets is progressing well and has most recently led to two papers: one describing

measurements of interactions of protons with carbon, beryllium and aluminium, and

another reporting measurements of interactions of pions with carbon and beryllium." [20]

Considering the need for much improved data for hadron production and fractional

uncertainties (Both quality and quantity), its surprising to see only two dedicated

experiments to improve this data. The future of neutrino experiments like studies in

neutrino oscillations and mass hierarchy will require an advancement in these

understandings as the ability to predict neutrino flux and its uncertainties are essential for

future physics experimentation.
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CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

5.1 Correcting Flux Predictions

PPFX is a neutrino flux determination package that was developed by Leonidas

Aliaga Soplin [12] to provide corrections for the hadron production mismodeling using all

relevant data for the NuMI beam.

By looking into the hadronic interactions discussed in the NuMI beam, the existing

measurements databases can be surveyed and applied to the PPFX software. Many

experiments are designed to help the flux determination efforts by using a similar primary

beam, this information can be used to constrain the NuMI beam flux simulation by using

this existing hadron production data.

Table 5 list the data sets used in PPFX re-weight calculations.

Table 5: Measured Hadron Productions used by PPFX

Target Data Set

Thick MIPP: Proton on target at 120 GeV

π+ for pZ up to 80 GeV/c [21]

K/πfor pZ > 20 GeV/c [22]

NA61: Proton on replica target at 31 GeV

π+ for T2K [23]

Thin Barton et. al: pC →π+X at 100 GeV [24]

NA49: pC →π+X at 158 GeV [25]

NA49: pC →n(p)X at 158 GeV [26]

NA49: pC →K+X at 158 GeV [27]

NA61: pC →π+X at 31 GeV [28]

MIPP: π/K from pC at 120 GeV [29]
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Table 5 displays the two target thickness options. For “thick“ target data,the

experiments collide protons on a >1 interaction thickness target material and measure the

yields of hadrons leaving that target. While the “thin“ target data experiments use protons

on targets of a few percents of interaction lengths.

In the situation for the interactions that are not found within any data sets, PPFX

categorizes a produced particle within each range and assigns a 40% uncertainty while

treating these as uncorrelated with each other.

When the measured hadronic production data for the Monte Carlo simulations is

unreasonable or does not agree with the actual measured data, a correction (re-weighting)

to the hadronic modeling used in the G4NuMI dataset is calculated and applied to

experimental input data. The PPFX re-weight calculations used is a ratio of the

measurement data cross section (σdata) and the Monte Carlo cross section (σMC).

re-weight = σdata

σMC
(4)

PPFX categorizes hadron production re-weighting into two types, attenuation

correction and interaction correction.

For attenuation correction, the calculation entails the probability that an interaction

occurred as well as the probability this interaction occurred within the fiducial volume

(detector signal volume)

The probability P(r) of a particle not interacting while crossing a distance r is given

by equation 5 and shown on the left side of figure 17.

P (r) = e−rNAρσ (5)
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Figure 17: Particle traveling through a material volume. Left side: particle leaving the volume without
interacting. Right side: particle interacting in the volume.

If an interaction does not occur, the correction is applied to the probability that the

particle survived:

correction(r) = e−r
NA ρ (σdata−σMC )

A (6)

If the interaction does occur within the volume, the correction is applied to the

probability that the particle interacted:

correction(r) =
σdata

σMC
e−r

NA ρ (σdata−σMC )

A (7)

For the interaction correction calculation, where an interaction occurred in the

fiducial volume, the probability calculation considers whether this interaction production

created the correct particle ensemble. PPFX applies an interaction re-weighter based on

the various hadronic interactions data sets as shown in Table 3. For details on theses

calculation, see the PPFX technical documents [12].

Lastly, if there is no data available from measurements or Monte Carlo simulations,

PPFX applies a theoretical guided estimate for the uncertainty which is coded into the

software by utilizing lookup tables based on the most probable particle production type

from the interaction correction above.

5.2 Uncertainty propagation in PPFX

Another important aspect of the PPFX package is its application of a

multi-universe technique to propagate uncertainties. This method relies on randomly

generated values for each uncertain parameters. This technique is the creation of a
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statistical ensemble of individual randomly generated universes, where each universe selects

a value (a deviate) for each uncertain parameter. The parameters for the neutrino flux

determination are, for example, the hadron production cross-sections for a particular bin.

After the parameter value is sampled, the value is fixed to keep the information of the

correlation of the predicted flux. Every universe predicts a flux spectrum using the correct

weight as the product of all corrections given to the neutrino ancestry information." [11]

5.3 Fractional Uncertainty Plots

The correct reporting of a physical measurement requires writing the “best“ value

with a quoted error of uncertainty, for example:

Measured = Xbest
+
δX (8)

In this case, δX is the absolute uncertainty of the measurement. However, it is often more

clear to write the fractional uncertainty of the measurement instead of the absolute

uncertainty. When a reported value is determined by taking the average of a set of

independent readings, the fractional uncertainty is given by the ratio of the uncertainty

(δX) divided by the best value (Xbest):

Fractional Uncertainty =
δ

Xbest

(9)

The fractional uncertainty shows how well (accurate) a measurement is predicted. The

concept is that a measurement with a relatively large fractional uncertainty is not as

meaningful as a measurement with a relatively small fractional uncertainty.

The PPFX software is designed to make corrections to the hadron production

models and calculate the associated uncertainties for the interaction categories shown in

Table 3. In order to predict the NuMI flux more accurately, PPFX is implemented into the

NOvA Monte Carlo simulations. By using the fractional uncertainty plots for the different

interaction types, these graphs show how well we can predict the neutrino flux.
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Figure 18 shows the dominate shape in the uncorrected beam comes mainly from

the uncertainties in the nucleon-A category. This group accounts for the interactions of the

nucleus with any target that is not included in the interaction categories, meaning not

carbon, mostly He, Fe, and Al [11]. Interactions also included in the nucleon-A group is the

quasi-elastic interactions as well as the pions (π) and kaons (k) from nucleon interactions

outside the direct data range. Currently, a 40% uncertainty is estimated for the nucleon-A

category.

Figure 18: PPFX plot of the fractional uncertainties of the νµ flux in the NOvA off axis beam based on
current best data (no corrections).
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Figure 19 shows the potential improvements to the fractional uncertainties if we

reduce just the quasi-elastic interactions to 10% uncertainty.

Figure 19: PPFX plot of the fractional uncertainties of the νµ flux in the NOvA off axis beam based on an
estimated potential improvement by assuming 10% uncertainty in the quasi-elastic scattering cross section.

The data shows the current flux uncertainties due to hadron production

uncertainties are dominated by interaction uncertainties in the lower energy, secondary and

tertiary interactions [17]. The following chapter will highlight a new series of proposed

experiments for precise measurements of these hadron scattering and production

uncertainties. The measurements will be performed on a broad range of nuclear targets

and beam momenta that are particularly relevant for GeV-scale neutrino production.
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5.4 EMPHATIC Data Measurements

The EMPHATIC pilot test run in January 2018 took its initial measurements

utilizing only the tracking detectors, which demonstrated excellent tracking resolution and

efficiency. The preliminary analysis of the momentum transfer shows a clean measurement

of the slope due to elastic scattering off the carbon nucleus and quasi-elastic scattering off

the nucleon inside.

The group has taken data impinging 20GeV/c, 30GeV/c and 120GeV/c energy

protons into thick (> 1 interaction length) carbon targets during a EMPHATIC beam test

in January 2018. The analysis of the new data provides great details on hadron production

cross-section (See Figure 20) and their associated fractional uncertainties (See Figure 21).

Figure 20: EMPHATIC measurement of the 120 GeV/c proton on carbon cross section compared to current
Monte Carlo simulation models [17].
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Figure 21: EMPHATIC measurement of the 120 GeV/c proton on carbon cross section uncertainties at the
associated cross section energy range (p2θ2) [17].

5.5 EMPHATIC Data Measurements Implemented into PPFX

The main goal for this project was to implement the 120 GeV proton data collected

from the EMPHATIC engineering test run made in January 2018 into the PPFX software

package. Figure 22 gives a schematic view on how PPFX works [12].

Figure 22: MakeReweight class controls the process, requiring initialization by the user selected options [11].
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Listed in Figure 23 is the “content“ of what was required for the software changes to

PPFX in order to have the measurements of the EMPHATIC test data included in the

Monte Carlo simulation calculations. There are several other files throughout the PPFX

sub directories that required attention, including variable creation, data content and file

manipulation. This portion of the programming was the most time consuming and

challenging portion of the software coding.

To verify the modification to PPFX code for EMPHATIC data incorporation had

no affect on the original scripts, a comparison between the graphs before the code changes

and after matched when no EMPHATIC data is available (see Figure 24). For clarification,

“no EMPHATIC data“ actually means setting all EMPHATIC uncertainties to 40% as all

other nucleon-A uncertainties are, therefore representing no changes due to EMPHATIC.

Figure 23: Each file path name mentioned is within the generated PPFX file directory (home/ppfx/ ) which
is created when the original PPFX package is installed on a local UNIX box.
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CHAPTER VI

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Results

The results show verification of the calculated fractional uncertainty improvement

for the 120 GeV primary proton to carbon interactions when the EMPHATIC data

measurements are incorporated into PPFX.

By reviewing Figure 18 pulled from Leonidas Aliaga Soplin document “Neutrino

Flux Prediction for the NuMI Beamline“ [12] written in 2016, and comparing it to Figure

24 that was generated in November 2019 with PPFX, it is apparent that there have been

some changes in the fractional uncertainty values. These changes arise from a couple

different scenarios. Since 2016, there have been several updates to the PPFX code and

most likely to the GEANT4 and G4NuMI simulations as well. The other reason for a delta

in the values comes from the methods of PPFX and its use of a random number generator.

Figure 24: PPFX plot of the fractional uncertainties of the νµ flux in the NOvA off axis beam based on
current best data (no EMPHATIC data).
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Figure 25: PPFX plot of the fractional uncertainties of the νµ flux in the NOvA off axis beam based on
current best data and incorporation of EMPHATIC measured data.

Though this was not the final EMPHATIC configuration, but a test run with out a

fully optimized spectrometer assembly, the data measurements are still an impressive

improvement over existing data measurements. With the results of the collected neutrino

flux and their uncertainties incorporated into PPFX, this allows the software to use this

improved data set and provide a fractional uncertainty that shows a strong improvement.

By comparing Figure 24 to Figure 25, it easy to see the the fractional uncertainty

values for the muon neutrino (νµ) flux has improve. For the nucleon-A (quasi-elastic)

interactions, which was the dominate effect before EMPHATIC measurements, the

fractional uncertainty value dropped from 0.085% down to 0.052%, making this a 39%

decrease in the fractional uncertainty of these quasi-elastic scattering measurements. In the

case of the total muon neutrino (νµ) flux factional uncertainty, it went from 0.137% to

0.124%, which is an overall improvement of about 10% of the total muon neutrino (νµ) flux

fractional uncertainties.
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While this test run was not optimized, it still provided a great improvement for the

nucleon-A interaction accuracy, which in turn affects the total fractional uncertainty in a

positive way. As the full EMPHATIC system comes on board, we expect to see even more

measurements and increased precision to drive these fractional uncertainties down further.

As each interaction category is refined by incorporating these precise measurements, just

like the case of the nucleon-A, the next dominate interaction type can be brought to light,

allowing EMPHATIC to concentrate on that particular effect.

6.2 Conclusions

When I started this research effort, my understanding of particle/nuclear physics

was virtually non existent and I actually had minimal interest in this side of physics. Being

an engineer for the last 20 years and working with “tangible“ items, I’m more a classical

mechanics person. But, the more I researched these fundamental properties of the standard

model and their “unreasonable“ interactions, I began to appreciate the complexity and

sophistication of these sub atomic particles.

This new found appreciation allowed me to complete my overall goals of

“understanding“ the current properties of neutrinos and the standard model, as well as a

the basic design and application of particle physics accelerator experiments. With these

goals meet, I was able to complete my final task and use measured experimental data from

EMPHATIC, incorporate this data into the PPFX software (Monte Carlo flux uncertainty

calculator), and show improvements to the current neutrino flux fractional uncertainty

used among several neutrino experiments.

These Monte Carlo calculation of the NuMI flux are extremely complex, and the

PPFX software code is even more so, especially considering the lack comments and file

correlation information. This made the code changes very difficult as well as very time

consuming. By adding comments through the code would improve the understanding of

the codes full affect as well as dramatically reduce the complexity of updating in the

future. This could be a project on its own.
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The primary motivation for the EMPHATIC collaboration, along with my research

efforts, is to reduce accelerator neutrino flux uncertainties. Though the calculations done

within my research are just a small part of the inner workings of PPFX, it leads to a more

accurate description of the muon neutrino (νµ) flux fractional uncertainties. This research

effort, along with its outcome, will eventually be part of a comprehensive EMPHATIC

progress report as well as support future upgrade to the PPFX software package, which

can then be used to generate even more precise models.

6.3 Future Requirements

With the extended time (10-15 years) since any real advancement on the input

proton flux cross section and its uncertainties, along with the output neutrino flux cross

section and their fractional uncertainties, the EMPHATIC experiment will go a long way

to help all aspects of neutrino research. Accurate measurements of hadron production is

essential to reduce the leading systematic uncertainty on the neutrino flux prediction and

by improving these uncertainties, more precise measurements of neutrino oscillations can

be accomplished down stream of the neutrino beam line.

As our understanding of neutrino properties increases as well as accelerator and

detector technology continues to advance, experimental physicist are looking into the

future requirements needed to allow more accurate neutrino studies. One of the most

recent measurement experiments, the Neutral-Current Coherent π0 Production in the

NOvA Near Detector, has made the most precise measurement of neutral-current coherent

π0 production in the few-GeV neutrino energy region. But still with this “breakthrough“,

the dominant systematic sources and uncertainties are the background modeling and the

flux uncertainty which is calculated at 9%, while the total systematic uncertainty is

estimated to be about 15% [30].

The next generation neutrino experiments will require even further resolution then

currently available. For example, the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE)

located at the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF), has reported in the experiments
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conceptual design report (CDR) that “For precision νµ and ν̄µ disappearance channels, the

far detector/near detector ratio of the number of neutrinos (νµ and ν̄µ) at a given Eν bin in

0.5 ≤ Eν ≤ 8 GeV range should be known to 1–2% precision“ [14].

Another future experiment requiring high precision measurements, is the CERN

constructed Hyper-Kamiokande (HK, Hyper-K) project designed to be the next generation

neutrino experiment and observatory. It is planned to be an order of magnitude bigger

than its predecessor, Super-Kamiokande (SK). It will located on the site of the Kamioka

Observatory, near Kamioka, Japan. The Hyper-Kamiokande detector takes advantage of

higher sensitivity equipment as well as shear volume, 10 times larger then SK, to observe

neutrinos on a larger scale then ever before. Studies to identify the dominant systematic

effects on the Hyper-K sensitivities have been carried out and have shown a need for

systematic uncertainties at the few % level [31].

In order to maximize the scientific output of the current (T2K and NOvA) and

future Hyper-Kamiokande and DUNE long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments

requires improved modeling and reduced systematic uncertainties of neutrino flux. These

improvements in precision of hadron production cross section data benefits other fields of

high energy particle and nuclear physics, in particular collider and fixed target

experiments. Between Hyper-K and the long baseline neutrino (LBN) experiments like

DUNE, The “Total“ systematic uncertainty is expected to be below 5% for neutrino

oscillation measurements and a goal for the flux uncertainty to be 2–3% for a broad range

of energies [17].

As experimental physicists search for rare phenomena in accelerator-produced

beams of neutrinos, dedicated scattering experiments like EMPHATIC and the CERN

NA61/SHINE are essential for this field of research to continue to move forward. As long

as hadron production remains the dominate neutrino flux uncertainty, these experiments

need to continue to collect data until the time at which no more benefits are justifiable to

continue.
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